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KEY=CONTROL - NEAL GRETCHEN
OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY AND STATIC OPTIMIZATION IN ECONOMICS
Cambridge University Press Optimal control theory is a technique being used increasingly by academic economists to
study problems involving optimal decisions in a multi-period framework. This textbook is designed to make the diﬃcult
subject of optimal control theory easily accessible to economists while at the same time maintaining rigour. Economic
intuitions are emphasized, and examples and problem sets covering a wide range of applications in economics are
provided to assist in the learning process. Theorems are clearly stated and their proofs are carefully explained. The
development of the text is gradual and fully integrated, beginning with simple formulations and progressing to
advanced topics such as control parameters, jumps in state variables, and bounded state space. For greater economy
and elegance, optimal control theory is introduced directly, without recourse to the calculus of variations. The
connection with the latter and with dynamic programming is explained in a separate chapter. A second purpose of the
book is to draw the parallel between optimal control theory and static optimization. Chapter 1 provides an extensive
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treatment of constrained and unconstrained maximization, with emphasis on economic insight and applications.
Starting from basic concepts, it derives and explains important results, including the envelope theorem and the
method of comparative statics. This chapter may be used for a course in static optimization. The book is largely selfcontained. No previous knowledge of diﬀerential equations is required.

OPTIMIZATION IN ECONOMIC THEORY
Oxford University Press on Demand A new edition of a student text which provides a broad study of optimization methods.
It builds on the base of simple economic theory, elementary linear algebra and calculus, and reinforces each new
mathematical idea by relating it to its economic application.

ELEMENTS OF NUMERICAL MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS WITH EXCEL
STATIC AND DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION
Academic Press Elements of Numerical Mathematical Economics with Excel: Static and Dynamic Optimization shows
readers how to apply static and dynamic optimization theory in an easy and practical manner, without requiring the
mastery of speciﬁc programming languages that are often diﬃcult and expensive to learn. Featuring user-friendly
numerical discrete calculations developed within the Excel worksheets, the book includes key examples and economic
applications solved step-by-step and then replicated in Excel. After introducing the fundamental tools of mathematical
economics, the book explores the classical static optimization theory of linear and nonlinear programming, applying
the core concepts of microeconomics and some portfolio theory. This provides a background for the more challenging
worksheet applications of the dynamic optimization theory. The book also covers special complementary topics such as
inventory modelling, data analysis for business and economics, and the essential elements of Monte Carlo analysis.
Practical and accessible, Elements of Numerical Mathematical Economics with Excel: Static and Dynamic Optimization
increases the computing power of economists worldwide. This book is accompanied by a companion website that
includes Excel examples presented in the book, exercises, and other supplementary materials that will further assist in
understanding this useful framework. Explains how Excel provides a practical numerical approach to optimization
theory and analytics Increases access to the economic applications of this universally-available, relatively simple
software program Encourages readers to go to the core of theoretical continuous calculations and learn more about
optimization processes
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INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE FOR CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
CRC Press The ﬁeld of chemical engineering is in constant evolution, and access to information technology is changing
the way chemical engineering problems are addressed. Inspired by the need for a user-friendly chemical engineering
text that demonstrates the real-world applicability of diﬀerent computer programs, Introduction to Software for
Chemical Engineers acquaints readers with the capabilities of various general purpose, mathematical, process
modeling and simulation, optimization, and specialized software packages, while explaining how to use the software to
solve typical problems in ﬂuid mechanics, heat and mass transfer, mass and energy balances, unit operations, reactor
engineering, and process and equipment design and control. Employing nitric acid production, methanol and ammonia
recycle loops, and SO2 oxidation reactor case studies and other practical examples, Introduction to Software for
Chemical Engineers shows how computer packages such as Excel, MATLAB®, Mathcad, CHEMCAD, Aspen HYSYS®,
gPROMS, CFD, DEM, GAMS, and AIMMS are used in the design and operation of chemical reactors, distillation columns,
cooling towers, and more. Make Introduction to Software for Chemical Engineers your go-to guide and quick reference
for the use of computer software in chemical engineering applications.

OPTIMIZATION METHODS FOR A STAKEHOLDER SOCIETY
A REVOLUTION IN ECONOMIC THINKING BY MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Springer Science & Business Media For both public and private managers, the book Optimization Methods for a
Stakeholder Society is today's key to answer the problem of a sustainable development world. This world has to take
into account the meaning of all stakeholders involved and has to reconcile a number of objectives, such as economic
growth, employment and preservation of the ecosystem. Traditional methods, such as cost-beneﬁt, are outmoded as
they translate all these objectives into monetary costs, a materialistic approach. On the contrary, objectives have
rather to stick to their own units, eventually indicators.

DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION, SECOND EDITION
THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS AND OPTIMAL CONTROL IN ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT
Courier Corporation Since its initial publication, this text has deﬁned courses in dynamic optimization taught to
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economics and management science students. The two-part treatment covers the calculus of variations and optimal
control. 1998 edition.

MATHEMATICAL METHODS AND MODELS FOR ECONOMISTS
Cambridge University Press A textbook for a ﬁrst-year PhD course in mathematics for economists and a reference for
graduate students in economics.

ADVANCED MATHEMATICS FOR ECONOMISTS
STATIC AND DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION
Wiley-Blackwell

DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION AND DIFFERENTIAL GAMES
Springer Science & Business Media This book has been written to address the increasing number of Operations Research
and Management Science problems (that is, applications) that involve the explicit consideration of time and of gaming
among multiple agents. It is a book that will be used both as a textbook and as a reference and guide by those whose
work involves the theoretical aspects of dynamic optimization and diﬀerential games.

GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION IN ACTION
CONTINUOUS AND LIPSCHITZ OPTIMIZATION: ALGORITHMS, IMPLEMENTATIONS AND APPLICATIONS
Springer Science & Business Media In science, engineering and economics, decision problems are frequently modelled by
optimizing the value of a (primary) objective function under stated feasibility constraints. In many cases of practical
relevance, the optimization problem structure does not warrant the global optimality of local solutions; hence, it is
natural to search for the globally best solution(s). Global Optimization in Action provides a comprehensive discussion
of adaptive partition strategies to solve global optimization problems under very general structural requirements. A
uniﬁed approach to numerous known algorithms makes possible straightforward generalizations and extensions,
leading to eﬃcient computer-based implementations. A considerable part of the book is devoted to applications,
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including some generic problems from numerical analysis, and several case studies in environmental systems analysis
and management. The book is essentially self-contained and is based on the author's research, in cooperation (on
applications) with a number of colleagues. Audience: Professors, students, researchers and other professionals in the
ﬁelds of operations research, management science, industrial and applied mathematics, computer science,
engineering, economics and the environmental sciences.

A FIRST COURSE IN OPTIMIZATION THEORY
Cambridge University Press This book, ﬁrst published in 1996, introduces students to optimization theory and its use in
economics and allied disciplines. The ﬁrst of its three parts examines the existence of solutions to optimization
problems in Rn, and how these solutions may be identiﬁed. The second part explores how solutions to optimization
problems change with changes in the underlying parameters, and the last part provides an extensive description of the
fundamental principles of ﬁnite- and inﬁnite-horizon dynamic programming. Each chapter contains a number of
detailed examples explaining both the theory and its applications for ﬁrst-year master's and graduate students.
'Cookbook' procedures are accompanied by a discussion of when such methods are guaranteed to be successful, and,
equally importantly, when they could fail. Each result in the main body of the text is also accompanied by a complete
proof. A preliminary chapter and three appendices are designed to keep the book mathematically self-contained.

OPTIMIZATION, DYNAMICS, AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
ESSAYS IN HONOR OF GUSTAV FEICHTINGER
Springer Science & Business Media This book includes a collection of articles that present recent developments in the
ﬁelds of optimization and dynamic game theory, economic dynamics, dynamic theory of the ﬁrm, and population
dynamics and non standard applications of optimal control theory. The authors of the articles are well respected
authorities in their ﬁelds and are known for their high quality research in the ﬁelds of optimization and economic
dynamics.

ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT AND OPTIMIZATION IN SPORTS
Springer Science & Business Media Ever since the ﬁrst Olympic Games in Ancient Greece, sports have become an integral
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part of human civilization. The last decade has been commemorated by the centennial celebration of the modern
Olympic movement. With great anticipation, the Olympics return to Athens, Greece, and we are once again reminded
that we live in one of the most exciting periods in the history of sports. Reﬂecting back on my years of service as the
International Olympic Com mittee president, I cannot overlook the remarkable changes that have taken place in the
world of sports during these two decades. The technological de velopment and consequent globalization of the world
economy opened up a window of new opportunities for the sports industry. As a result, manage ment, economics, and
other sciences have become a signiﬁcant part of modern sports. It is my pleasure to introduce this volume comprising
an interesting collec tion of papers dealing with various aspects of management, economics and optimization applied
to sports. May this book serve as a valuable source of information to researchers and practitioners as well as to casual
readers look ing for a deeper insight into the magniﬁcent world of sports.

APPROXIMATION, OPTIMIZATION AND MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS
WITH 14 TABLES ; [ PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON "APPROXIMATION AND
OPTIMIZATION IN THE CARIBBEAN" WHICH MET AT THE UNIVERSITÉ DES ANTILLES ET DE LA GUYANE (
GUADELOUPE, FRENCH WEST INDIES ) DURING THE WEEK MARCH 29 TO APRIL 2, 1999 ]
Springer Science & Business Media The articles in this proceedings volume reﬂect the current trends in the theory of
approximation, optimization and mathematical economics, and include numerous applications. The book will be of
interest to researchers and graduate students involved in functional analysis, approximation theory, mathematical
programming and optimization, game theory, mathematical ﬁnance and economics.

FUNDAMENTALS OF OPTIMIZATION
METHODS, MINIMUM PRINCIPLES, AND APPLICATIONS FOR MAKING THINGS BETTER
Springer This textbook is for readers new or returning to the practice of optimization whose interest in the subject may
relate to a wide range of products and processes. Rooted in the idea of “minimum principles,” the book introduces the
reader to the analytical tools needed to apply optimization practices to an array of single- and multi-variable problems.
While comprehensive and rigorous, the treatment requires no more than a basic understanding of technical math and
how to display mathematical results visually. It presents a group of simple, robust methods and illustrates their use in
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clearly-deﬁned examples. Distinct from the majority of optimization books on the market intended for a
mathematically sophisticated audience who might want to develop their own new methods of optimization or do
research in the ﬁeld, this volume ﬁlls the void in instructional material for those who need to understand the basic
ideas. The text emerged from a set of applications-driven lecture notes used in optimization courses the author has
taught for over 25 years. The book is class-tested and reﬁned based on student feedback, devoid of unnecessary
abstraction, and ideal for students and practitioners from across the spectrum of engineering disciplines. It provides
context through practical examples and sections describing commercial application of optimization ideas, such as how
containerized freight and changing sea routes have been used to continually reduce the cost of moving freight across
oceans. It also features 2D and 3D plots and an appendix illustrating the most widely used MATLAB optimization
functions.

OPTIMIZATION OF THE TAXATION SYSTEM: PRECONDITIONS, TENDENCIES AND PERSPECTIVES
Springer This book addresses the optimization of taxation systems, a topic currently being explored by scholars all over
the world. It puts forward a critical opinion on the problem and oﬀers an original approach to solving it – through
informatization. The target audience of the book includes not only scholars and experts who professionally deal with
taxation optimization issues, but also representatives of public authorities, and the general public. The book oﬀers
sound and practical solutions for the informatization-based optimization of taxation systems, and its conclusions and
recommendations could be used in the management of tax systems for modern economic systems and in taxation
optimization for speciﬁc economic subjects – individuals and organizations alike – , ensuring a broad range of practical
applications.

MATHEMATICAL OPTIMIZATION AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Springer Science & Business Media "Mathematical Optimization and Economic Analysis" is a self-contained introduction to
various optimization techniques used in economic modeling and analysis such as geometric, linear, and convex
programming and data envelopment analysis. Through a systematic approach, this book demonstrates the usefulness
of these mathematical tools in quantitative and qualitative economic analysis. The book presents speciﬁc examples to
demonstrate each technique’s advantages and applicability as well as numerous applications of these techniques to
industrial economics, regulatory economics, trade policy, economic sustainability, production planning, and
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environmental policy. Key Features include: - A detailed presentation of both single-objective and multiobjective
optimization; - An in-depth exposition of various applied optimization problems; - Implementation of optimization tools
to improve the accuracy of various economic models; - Extensive resources suggested for further reading. This book is
intended for graduate and postgraduate students studying quantitative economics, as well as economics researchers
and applied mathematicians. Requirements include a basic knowledge of calculus and linear algebra, and a familiarity
with economic modeling.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN
PRINCIPLES, PRACTICE AND ECONOMICS OF PLANT AND PROCESS DESIGN
Elsevier Chemical Engineering Design, Second Edition, deals with the application of chemical engineering principles to
the design of chemical processes and equipment. Revised throughout, this edition has been speciﬁcally developed for
the U.S. market. It provides the latest US codes and standards, including API, ASME and ISA design codes and ANSI
standards. It contains new discussions of conceptual plant design, ﬂowsheet development, and revamp design;
extended coverage of capital cost estimation, process costing, and economics; and new chapters on equipment
selection, reactor design, and solids handling processes. A rigorous pedagogy assists learning, with detailed worked
examples, end of chapter exercises, plus supporting data, and Excel spreadsheet calculations, plus over 150 Patent
References for downloading from the companion website. Extensive instructor resources, including 1170 lecture slides
and a fully worked solutions manual are available to adopting instructors. This text is designed for chemical and
biochemical engineering students (senior undergraduate year, plus appropriate for capstone design courses where
taken, plus graduates) and lecturers/tutors, and professionals in industry (chemical process, biochemical,
pharmaceutical, petrochemical sectors). New to this edition: Revised organization into Part I: Process Design, and Part
II: Plant Design. The broad themes of Part I are ﬂowsheet development, economic analysis, safety and environmental
impact and optimization. Part II contains chapters on equipment design and selection that can be used as supplements
to a lecture course or as essential references for students or practicing engineers working on design projects. New
discussion of conceptual plant design, ﬂowsheet development and revamp design Signiﬁcantly increased coverage of
capital cost estimation, process costing and economics New chapters on equipment selection, reactor design and
solids handling processes New sections on fermentation, adsorption, membrane separations, ion exchange and
chromatography Increased coverage of batch processing, food, pharmaceutical and biological processes All equipment
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chapters in Part II revised and updated with current information Updated throughout for latest US codes and
standards, including API, ASME and ISA design codes and ANSI standards Additional worked examples and homework
problems The most complete and up to date coverage of equipment selection 108 realistic commercial design projects
from diverse industries A rigorous pedagogy assists learning, with detailed worked examples, end of chapter
exercises, plus supporting data and Excel spreadsheet calculations plus over 150 Patent References, for downloading
from the companion website Extensive instructor resources: 1170 lecture slides plus fully worked solutions manual
available to adopting instructors

INTERMEDIATE MICROECONOMICS WITH CALCULUS: A MODERN APPROACH
NINTH INTERNATIONAL STUDENT EDITION
W.W. Norton & Company From Google's chief economist, Varian's best-selling intermediate microeconomics texts are
revered as some of the best in the ﬁeld. And now students can work problems online with Smartwork5, Norton's online
homework system, packaged at no additional charge with the Media Update Editions. In addition to online homework,
the texts now include four-color graphs and new interactive animations.

SET OPTIMIZATION AND APPLICATIONS - THE STATE OF THE ART
FROM SET RELATIONS TO SET-VALUED RISK MEASURES
Springer This volume presents ﬁve surveys with extensive bibliographies and six original contributions on set
optimization and its applications in mathematical ﬁnance and game theory. The topics range from more conventional
approaches that look for minimal/maximal elements with respect to vector orders or set relations, to the new
complete-lattice approach that comprises a coherent solution concept for set optimization problems, along with
existence results, duality theorems, optimality conditions, variational inequalities and theoretical foundations for
algorithms. Modern approaches to scalarization methods can be found as well as a fundamental contribution to
conditional analysis. The theory is tailor-made for ﬁnancial applications, in particular risk evaluation and [super]hedging for market models with transaction costs, but it also provides a refreshing new perspective on vector
optimization. There is no comparable volume on the market, making the book an invaluable resource for researchers
working in vector optimization and multi-criteria decision-making, mathematical ﬁnance and economics as well as [set-
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valued] variational analysis.

NETWORK MODELS IN ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Springer Using network models to investigate the interconnectivity in modern economic systems allows researchers to
better understand and explain some economic phenomena. This volume presents contributions by known experts and
active researchers in economic and ﬁnancial network modeling. Readers are provided with an understanding of the
latest advances in network analysis as applied to economics, ﬁnance, corporate governance, and investments.
Moreover, recent advances in market network analysis that focus on inﬂuential techniques for market graph analysis
are also examined. Young researchers will ﬁnd this volume particularly useful in facilitating their introduction to this
new and fascinating ﬁeld. Professionals in economics, ﬁnancial management, various technologies, and network
analysis, will ﬁnd the network models presented in this book beneﬁcial in analyzing the interconnectivity in modern
economic systems.

MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN DYNAMIC ECONOMICS
Springer This book contains a concise description of important mathematical methods of dynamics and suitable
economic models. It covers discrete as well as continuous-time systems, linear and nonlinear models. Mixing
traditional and modern materials, the study covers dynamics with and without optimization, naive and rational
expectations, respectively. In addition to standard models of growth and cycles, the book also contains original studies
on control of a multisector economy and expectations-driven multicohort economy. Numerous examples, problems
(with solutions) and ﬁgures complete the book.

STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION MODELS IN FINANCE
Academic Press Stochastic Optimization Models in Finance focuses on the applications of stochastic optimization models
in ﬁnance, with emphasis on results and methods that can and have been utilized in the analysis of real ﬁnancial
problems. The discussions are organized around ﬁve themes: mathematical tools; qualitative economic results; static
portfolio selection models; dynamic models that are reducible to static models; and dynamic models. This volume
consists of ﬁve parts and begins with an overview of expected utility theory, followed by an analysis of convexity and
the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. The reader is then introduced to dynamic programming; stochastic dominance; and
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measures of risk aversion. Subsequent chapters deal with separation theorems; existence and diversiﬁcation of
optimal portfolio policies; eﬀects of taxes on risk taking; and two-period consumption models and portfolio revision.
The book also describes models of optimal capital accumulation and portfolio selection. This monograph will be of
value to mathematicians and economists as well as to those interested in economic theory and mathematical
economics.

INTERMEDIATE MICROECONOMICS WITH CALCULUS
A MODERN APPROACH
W. W. Norton Rigorous and modern now with calculus integrated into the main text."

CONTINUOUS-TIME STOCHASTIC CONTROL AND OPTIMIZATION WITH FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS
Springer Science & Business Media Stochastic optimization problems arise in decision-making problems under uncertainty,
and ﬁnd various applications in economics and ﬁnance. On the other hand, problems in ﬁnance have recently led to
new developments in the theory of stochastic control. This volume provides a systematic treatment of stochastic
optimization problems applied to ﬁnance by presenting the diﬀerent existing methods: dynamic programming,
viscosity solutions, backward stochastic diﬀerential equations, and martingale duality methods. The theory is
discussed in the context of recent developments in this ﬁeld, with complete and detailed proofs, and is illustrated by
means of concrete examples from the world of ﬁnance: portfolio allocation, option hedging, real options, optimal
investment, etc. This book is directed towards graduate students and researchers in mathematical ﬁnance, and will
also beneﬁt applied mathematicians interested in ﬁnancial applications and practitioners wishing to know more about
the use of stochastic optimization methods in ﬁnance.

INTRODUCTION TO NONLINEAR AND GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION
Springer This self-contained text provides a solid introduction to global and nonlinear optimization, providing students
of mathematics and interdisciplinary sciences with a strong foundation in applied optimization techniques. The book
oﬀers a unique hands-on and critical approach to applied optimization which includes the presentation of numerous
algorithms, examples, and illustrations, designed to improve the reader’s intuition and develop the analytical skills
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needed to identify optimization problems, classify the structure of a model, and determine whether a solution fulﬁlls
optimality conditions.

MATHEMATICS FOR ECONOMICS
STUDENT'S SOLUTIONS MANUAL
MIT Press This text oﬀers a presentation of the mathematics required to tackle problems in economic analysis. After a
review of the fundamentals of sets, numbers, and functions, it covers limits and continuity, the calculus of functions of
one variable, linear algebra, multivariate calculus, and dynamics.

OPTIMIZATION AND CONTROL OF BILINEAR SYSTEMS
THEORY, ALGORITHMS, AND APPLICATIONS
Springer Science & Business Media Covers developments in bilinear systems theory Focuses on the control of open
physical processes functioning in a non-equilibrium mode Emphasis is on three primary disciplines: modern diﬀerential
geometry, control of dynamical systems, and optimization theory Includes applications to the ﬁelds of quantum and
molecular computing, control of physical processes, biophysics, superconducting magnetism, and physical information
science

DISINTERMEDIATION ECONOMICS
THE IMPACT OF BLOCKCHAIN ON MARKETS AND POLICIES
Springer Nature This book provides a coherent Blockchain framework for the business community, governments, and
universities structured around microeconomics, macroeconomics, ﬁnance, and political economy and identiﬁes how
business organizations, ﬁnancial markets and governmental policies are changed by digitalization, speciﬁcally
Blockchain. This framework, what they authors call “disintermediation economics,” aﬀects everything by providing a
paradigm that transforms the way we organize markets and value chains, ﬁnancial services, central banking,
budgetary policies, innovation ecosystems, government services, and civil society. Bringing together leading and
experienced policy makers, corporate practitioners, and academics from top universities, this book oﬀers a road map
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of best practices that can be immediately useful to ﬁrms, policy makers as well as academics by balancing theory with
practice.

LECTURES ON CONVEX OPTIMIZATION
Springer This book provides a comprehensive, modern introduction to convex optimization, a ﬁeld that is becoming
increasingly important in applied mathematics, economics and ﬁnance, engineering, and computer science, notably in
data science and machine learning. Written by a leading expert in the ﬁeld, this book includes recent advances in the
algorithmic theory of convex optimization, naturally complementing the existing literature. It contains a uniﬁed and
rigorous presentation of the acceleration techniques for minimization schemes of ﬁrst- and second-order. It provides
readers with a full treatment of the smoothing technique, which has tremendously extended the abilities of gradienttype methods. Several powerful approaches in structural optimization, including optimization in relative scale and
polynomial-time interior-point methods, are also discussed in detail. Researchers in theoretical optimization as well as
professionals working on optimization problems will ﬁnd this book very useful. It presents many successful examples
of how to develop very fast specialized minimization algorithms. Based on the author’s lectures, it can naturally serve
as the basis for introductory and advanced courses in convex optimization for students in engineering, economics,
computer science and mathematics.

ECONOMIC MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
THEORY, FORMULATIONS AND CHEMICAL PROCESS APPLICATIONS
Springer This book presents general methods for the design of economic model predictive control (EMPC) systems for
broad classes of nonlinear systems that address key theoretical and practical considerations including recursive
feasibility, closed-loop stability, closed-loop performance, and computational eﬃciency. Speciﬁcally, the book
proposes: Lyapunov-based EMPC methods for nonlinear systems; two-tier EMPC architectures that are highly
computationally eﬃcient; and EMPC schemes handling explicitly uncertainty, time-varying cost functions, time-delays
and multiple-time-scale dynamics. The proposed methods employ a variety of tools ranging from nonlinear systems
analysis, through Lyapunov-based control techniques to nonlinear dynamic optimization. The applicability and
performance of the proposed methods are demonstrated through a number of chemical process examples. The book
presents state-of-the-art methods for the design of economic model predictive control systems for chemical
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processes.In addition to being mathematically rigorous, these methods accommodate key practical issues, for
example, direct optimization of process economics, time-varying economic cost functions and computational eﬃciency.
Numerous comments and remarks providing fundamental understanding of the merging of process economics and
feedback control into a single framework are included. A control engineer can easily tailor the many detailed examples
of industrial relevance given within the text to a speciﬁc application. The authors present a rich collection of new
research topics and references to signiﬁcant recent work making Economic Model Predictive Control an important
source of information and inspiration for academics and graduate students researching the area and for process
engineers interested in applying its ideas.

ROBUST OPTIMIZATION
Princeton University Press Robust optimization is still a relatively new approach to optimization problems aﬀected by
uncertainty, but it has already proved so useful in real applications that it is diﬃcult to tackle such problems today
without considering this powerful methodology. Written by the principal developers of robust optimization, and
describing the main achievements of a decade of research, this is the ﬁrst book to provide a comprehensive and up-todate account of the subject. Robust optimization is designed to meet some major challenges associated with
uncertainty-aﬀected optimization problems: to operate under lack of full information on the nature of uncertainty; to
model the problem in a form that can be solved eﬃciently; and to provide guarantees about the performance of the
solution. The book starts with a relatively simple treatment of uncertain linear programming, proceeding with a deep
analysis of the interconnections between the construction of appropriate uncertainty sets and the classical chance
constraints (probabilistic) approach. It then develops the robust optimization theory for uncertain conic quadratic and
semideﬁnite optimization problems and dynamic (multistage) problems. The theory is supported by numerous
examples and computational illustrations. An essential book for anyone working on optimization and decision making
under uncertainty, Robust Optimization also makes an ideal graduate textbook on the subject.

OPTIMIZATION IN ENGINEERING
MODELS AND ALGORITHMS
Springer This textbook covers the fundamentals of optimization, including linear, mixed-integer linear, nonlinear, and
dynamic optimization techniques, with a clear engineering focus. It carefully describes classical optimization models
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and algorithms using an engineering problem-solving perspective, and emphasizes modeling issues using many realworld examples related to a variety of application areas. Providing an appropriate blend of practical applications and
optimization theory makes the text useful to both practitioners and students, and gives the reader a good sense of the
power of optimization and the potential diﬃculties in applying optimization to modeling real-world systems. The book
is intended for undergraduate and graduate-level teaching in industrial engineering and other engineering specialties.
It is also of use to industry practitioners, due to the inclusion of real-world applications, opening the door to advanced
courses on both modeling and algorithm development within the industrial engineering and operations research ﬁelds.

BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR ECONOMISTS
Routledge Economics students will welcome the new edition of this excellent textbook. Mathematics is an integral part
of economics and understanding basic concepts is vital. Many students come into economics courses without having
studied mathematics for a number of years. This clearly written book will help to develop quantitative skills in even the
least numerate student up to the required level for a general Economics or Business Studies course. This second
edition features new sections on subjects such as: matrix algebra part year investment ﬁnancial mathematics
Improved pedagogical features, such as learning objectives and end of chapter questions, along with the use of
Microsoft Excel and the overall example-led style of the book means that it will be a sure ﬁre hit with both students
and their lecturers.

CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION AND IMAGE SPACE ANALYSIS
VOLUME 1: SEPARATION OF SETS AND OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
Springer Science & Business Media Over the last twenty years, Professor Franco Giannessi, a highly respected researcher,
has been working on an approach to optimization theory based on image space analysis. His theory has been
elaborated by many other researchers in a wealth of papers. Constrained Optimization and Image Space Analysis
unites his results and presents optimization theory and variational inequalities in their light. It presents a new
approach to the theory of constrained extremum problems, including Mathematical Programming, Calculus of
Variations and Optimal Control Problems. Such an approach uniﬁes the several branches: Optimality Conditions,
Duality, Penalizations, Vector Problems, Variational Inequalities and Complementarity Problems. The applications
beneﬁt from a uniﬁed theory.
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ENGINEERING DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
Cambridge University Press A rigorous yet accessible graduate textbook covering both fundamental and advanced
optimization theory and algorithms.

MATHEMATICAL OPTIMIZATION AND ECONOMIC THEORY
SIAM A classic account of mathematical programming and control techniques and their applications to static and
dynamic problems in economics.

REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION
MDPI This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Real-Time Optimization" that was published in Processes

ELEMENTS OF DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION
Waveland Press In this text, Dr. Chiang introduces students to the most important methods of dynamic optimization
used in economics. The classical calculus of variations, optimal control theory, and dynamic programming in its
discrete form are explained in the usual Chiang fashion, with patience and thoroughness. The economic examples,
selected from both classical and recent literature, serve not only to illustrate applications of the mathematical
methods, but also to provide a useful glimpse of the development of thinking in several areas of economics.

INTERMEDIATE MICROECONOMICS WITH MICROSOFT EXCEL
Cambridge University Press This unique text uses Microsoft Excel® workbooks to instruct students. In addition to
explaining fundamental concepts in microeconomic theory, readers acquire a great deal of sophisticated Excel skills
and gain the practical mathematics needed to succeed in advanced courses. In addition to the innovative pedagogical
approach, the book features explicitly repeated use of a single central methodology, the economic approach. Students
learn how economists think and how to think like an economist. With concrete, numerical examples and novel,
engaging applications, interest for readers remains high as live graphs and data respond to manipulation by the user.
Finally, clear writing and active learning are features sure to appeal to modern practitioners and their students. The
website accompanying the text is found at www.depauw.edu/learn/microexcel.
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